INFORMATION FOR STUDENTS TAKING THE JAPANESE PLACEMENT TEST

A “successful passing grade” is defined by JPNS as at least a C-.

- No students, regardless of placement level, receive any immediate credits or for previous levels until the level placed into is taken for a letter grade and successfully passed.

- If a student places into the 102 level, no credits are immediately awarded. The student must take the course for a passing letter grade; the student will then be awarded 8 credits (4 for the 102 level and 4 for the 101 level).

- If a student tests into the 201 level or higher, once students take the level placed into for a passing letter grade, the advisor must contact SLC to apply for dept. credit for the previous course credit.

- No one can place higher than into the 301 level (meaning out of the 202 level)

- Each language level is worth 4 credits.